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ABSTRACT We introduce a large equivalence class of
graph properties, all of which are shared by so-called random
graphs. Unlike random graphs, however, it is often relatively
easy to verify that a particular family of graphs possesses some
property in this class.
the notation G(n) to denote a graph with n vertices, and we
denote the number of edges ofG by e(G). ForX 5 V, letXG
denote the subgraph induced by X, and let e(X) denote the
number of edges Of AIG. For v E V, define
nd(v): = {x E V: {v, x} E E}, deg(v): = Ind(v)I.
Introduction
Perhaps the simplest model of generating a random graph G
on n vertices is the process that successively considers each
pair {v, v'} of vertices of G and independently with proba-
bility 1/2 defines {v, v'} to be an edge of G. More precisely,
this process induces a uniform probability distribution on the
set %(n) of all ordered graphs on n vertices, with each
particular graph having probability 2-(2) . It often happens
that for some graph property P, it is true that
Prob{G E %(n): G satisfies P} -* 1 as n -- oo.
In this case, a "typical" graph in '9(n), which we denote by
Gi12(n), will have property P with overwhelming probability
as n -* o.
Random graphs have been used extensively in a variety of
contexts in graph theory and combinatorics and, in particu-
lar, are an integral component of the powerful "probability
method" of Erdos (e.g., see refs. 1-3). Their effectiveness
derives in part from the fact that it is often easier to prove
that a given property actually holds for almost all graphs on
n vertices (with this measure) than to prove that it holds for
some specific graph. Indeed, there are numerous properties
that are known to be possessed by almost all graphs but for
which no explicit graph possessing them can (yet) be given.
A well-known example is the property of having no complete
or independent set of size log n/log 2.
The main thrust of this note is to announce the equiva-
lence of a number of different graph properties, all shared by
almost all G E %6(n), in the following sense: any graph
satisfying any one of the properties must of necessity satisfy
all of them. We call such graphs quasi-random. Moreover,
many of these (equivalent) properties are quite easy to verify
for specific graphs, thus allowing us to deduce random-like
behavior for these graphs (we mention several such families
at the end). We point out that these results share the same
philosophy with some recent work of Thomason (4, 5) [who
studied properties of "(p, a)-jumbled" graphs]; N. Alon and
F.R.K.C. (unpublished results); Rodl (6); and P. Frankl, V.
Rodl, and R.M.W. (unpublished results). Our motivation
stemmed from early research of Wilson (7, 8).
Notation
Let G = (V, E) denote a graph with vertex set V and edge set
E (in general, we use the graph terminology in ref. 9). We use
Further, if G' = (V', E') is some other graph, we let N*(G')
denote the number of labeled occurrences of G' as an
induced subgraph of G. In other words,
N*(G') = {A: V' -> V: A(V)IG' G}.
The related quantity NG(G') is defined to be the number of
occurrences of G' as a (not necessarily induced) subgraph of
G. Thus, NG(G') = 1H NG(H), where the sum is taken over
allH = (V', EH) with E. D E'. Finally, the adjacency matrix
A(G) = [a(v, v')]vvev of G is defined by setting a(v, v') =
1, if {v, v'} E E, and 0 otherwise. We ordinarily order the
eigenvalues Ai of A(G) [which must be real, since A(G) is
symmetric] so that |A11 2 A2 2 ..A . 2
The Main Results
We next list a set of graph properties that a graph G(n) might
satisfy. Each property will contain in its statement occur-
rences of the asymptotic "little-oh" notation o( ). The de-
pendence of different o( ) on the different properties they
refer to will usually be suppressed, however. The use of
these o(') can be viewed in two essentially equivalent ways.
In the first way, suppose we have two properties P and P',
each with occurrences of o(1), say. Thus, P = P(o(1)), P' =
P'(o(1)). The implication "P > P"' then means that if each
o(1) in P(o(1)) is replaced by a fixed (but arbitrary) function
f(n) = o(l) [i.e., f(n) -* o as n -* o0], then there is some
other function f'(n) = o(l) (depending on f) so that if G(n)
satisfies P(f(n)) then it must also satisfy P'(f'(n)). The
particular choice made for f depends on the context, com-
mon ones being n - 1/2 and 1/log n [when f(n) = o(1)].
In the second way, we can think instead of considering a
family 9 of graphs G(n) with n -* oo. In this case, the
interpretation of o(1) is the usual one as G = G(n) ranges
over 9.
P1(s): For all graphs H(s) on s vertices,
NG(H(s)) = [1 + 0(1)]ns2-(2).
Thus, Pl(s) asserts that all 2(2) labeled graphs H(s) on s
vertices occur asymptotically the same number of times in G
Uust as is the case for Gl,2(n)].
P2(t): e(G) 2 [1 + o(1)]2, NG(C) < [1 +1)] n '94 2
where C, denotes the cycle with t vertices.
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P3: e(G) . [1 + o(1)]-, A1 = [1 + o(1)]-, A2 = o(n).
4 2
P4(e): For each subset S C V with IS| ' en,
e(S) = [1 + o(1)] -1
4
P5: For each subset S C V with SI = [n/21,
e(S) = [1 + o(1)]6-
P6: E s(v, v') - - = 0(n3),
vv'EV 2
where s(v, v'): = {y E V: a(v, y) = a(v', y)}I
for v, v' E V.
P7: I |nd(v) n nd(v')l - = o(n3).
vv'EV 4
THEOREM. The following properties are equivalent for a
graph G = G(n):
(a) P1(s), fixed s > 4;
(b) P2(4);
(c) P2(t), fixed even t 2 4;
(d) P3;
(e) P4(E),fixed E > 0;(f P5;
(g) P6;
(h)P7.
What is perhaps most surprising is how strong the (appar-
ently weak) condition P2(4) actually is. It implies in particu-
lar that if a graph G has about the same number of edges and
4-cycles that a random graph of the same size has, then in
fact all fixed-size subgraphs must occur as induced sub-
graphs of G asymptotically equally often (as the size of G
becomes large). Graphs having any (and therefore, all) of the
above properties will be called quasi-random.
On the other hand, the requirements that t is even and that
s - 4 are necessary, as shown by the following graph G*(4n).
The vertex set of G*(4n) consists of four disjoint sets Vi, 1 c
i c 4. On V1 and V2 we have complete graphs. Between V3
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and V4 we have a complete bipartite graph. Between V1 U V2
and V3 U V4 we place a random graph with edge probability
1/2. It is easily seen that G*(4n) satisfies P1(3) and P2(2t +
1) for any fixed t but is not quasi-random. Similar consider-
ations show the necessity of each of the other conditions in
the statements of the properties.
Let us call a family i of graphs forcing if it is true that
Ncf)(F) = [1 + o(1)nv2-e, for all F = F(n, e) E 91,
implies G(n) is quasi-random [where F(n, e) denotes that F
has n vertices and e edges]. For example, if Pt denotes the
path with t vertices, and Ks,, denotes the complete bipartite
graph on vertex sets of sizes s and t, then it follows from the
Theorem that {P2, C4} is forcing, as are {C2s, C2,}, s * t; {P2,
K2 ,}, t . 2; and {K2,, K2,,}, s # t . 2. On the other hand,{P2, P3, C3} is not forcing. It seems to be a challenging
problem to characterize forcing families.
The proofs of the preceding results are rather lengthy and
hinge on eigenvalue arguments and careful use of the so-
called second moment method, and will be presented else-
where. The same techniques can be used to establish the
corresponding results for quasi-random graphs that imitate
random graphs generated with a more general edge proba-
bility p = p(n) (see also ref. 5). On the other hand, it would
be of great interest to understand the corresponding situation
for hypergraphs. Preliminary evidence indicates that in this
case many of the analogous results no longer hold and that
fundamental new insight will be needed in order to make
significant progress here.
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